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CUSG hostsforum, series about inclusiveness 
Tessa Schwarze attended the discussion. feel that way." It's subjective. I have my Carson said, "Or not." want to learn. For me the 
Contributor Junior Political Science CUSG senator own. My friends are my Dr. Thomas then Clemson family is a very 
Major Cole Halverson Alexander Cullen said he Clemson family. We have to jumped in. elusive term right now. We 
Wednesday, a handful of and CUSG President Joey was one of these people. start having conversations "I can't speak for might not be able to get to 
students and administrators Wilson facilitated the event. "I grew up in Atlanta to understand each other's administration," said that point in my lifetime. 
gathered in a classroom "This is a big step in I hadn't even heard the feeling. If someone is feeling Thomas, 'Tm a professor. But what it boils down to 
to decide if they actually showing some unity on words Clemson family until pain, try to understand why. For the last couple years, the for me is simply treating 
considered one another campus with everything I came here . . . so the idea Williams also emphasized only classes I teach concern people with basic human 
"family." The meeting, going on-from the divisive was really strange to me," the importance of students African American Literature dignity and respect, and 
hosted by the 
Undergraduate 
Clemson 
Student 
national election we just 
went through, to a lot of the 
said Cullen. "What really 
made me reluctant to accept 
putting themselves 
their comfort zones. 
outside so if there are students 
who want to learn, I'm [the] 
in order for you do 
you have to care," 
that 
said 
Government (CUSG), things we're seeing on the it is that ... I couldn't just 'Tm an education opportunity for them to." Richardson. 
gathered the Clemson campus level," Halverson walk past someone and just major. And there have Thomas also mentioned "You have to that 
community's opinions on said in his opening because they are a Clemson been many times when I a diversity course she people have different 
whether the concept of the statement. "We're having to student doesn't mean I share have to explain how I feel . coordinated with another experiences than you do." 
"Clemson family" was true. deal with all this tenseness a connection with them." - I mean, I'm an African professor, and her efforts to President Wilson 
This discussion is one of a - so we just to want to give Several students said American in a class of 44 recovering African American concluded discussion with 
series of events attempting the students a voice, and try they believed the path to elementary majors. There history on the Clemson a thought of his own. 
to make Clemson, in to change ... this campus." inclusiveness doesn't lie in have been many times I grounds. "I want to refer back 
CUSG's own words, "the Halverson then diversity classes or forums, was uncomfortable. But I "There are ways that, to A.D's question about 
most inclusive place it can reminded those in but in the individual. challenged myself to sit by individually, we can [make whose responsibility it 
I 
be." 
Attending 
attendance to be respectful 
of each other's opinions. 
CUSG Student Body 
Attorney General Damian 
someone 
like me, 
who 
so I 
didn't look 
can talk to 
a change]. Not everyone has 
to teach African American 
is to change our campus 
climate," said Wilson, "It's 
administrators included The first student to speak, Williams asked students them, so we could have that history and literature, but all of us. We wouldn't be 
Chief Diversity Officer CUSG Senate President Pro to challenge themselves dialogue," said Williams. that's my specialty," said here ... this room would be 
Dr. Lee Gill, Dean of Tempore Samuel Reinert personally when it came "When 'you re Thomas. empty ... if no one thought 
Students Dr. Chris Miller said he believed that there to understanding their uncomfortable, you grow." "Thar's my contribution there was an issue." 
I and Executive Director was such a thing as a neighbor. Clemson Ph.D. candidate [to inclusiveness]." Wilson then presented 
of Multicultural Center Clemson family. Reinert said "Seek first and Sikes Sir-in coordinator Dr. Richardson also the handful of faculty and 
Dr. Altheia Richardson. he grew up in Anderson. understanding and then try A.D Carson said he would added into the discussion students with a challenge. 
Dr. Rhondda Thomas, a "I think when it comes to the to be understood," Williams like to hear what the that students should focus "Reach out to people on 
professor whose research Clemson family, I've always said. "The definition of administration was planning on changing their attitudes campus that you may not 
concerns the history of felt that way," said Reinhart, the Clemson family is so to make Clemson more first. identify with ... I promise," 
African Americans on the "but it's important to realize broad . . . there isn't just inclusive. "You have to want to said Wilson, "there's plenty 
Clemson campus, also that people may not always one distinct defi-nitlon. When no one spoke, learn ... you have to try to to talk about." 
Tips and Tricks from 
theASC 
Academ,ic Success Center gives students 
advice on how to survivefinals weeks 
Chris Edwards may need to spend more time then you will be better able 
Contributor studying. Secondly, they say to think clearly. BBC also 
that making study sheets emphasizes the importance
Exams are approaching alongside your friends and of sleep, stating that getting
and we here at the Tiger then comparing them can a full eight hours is crucial 
thought it would be a be a great way to study. The to doing well. It is also 
good idea to offer up some Review also says that listening suggested that the student 
guidelines about how to to music while studying "steer clear of any exam post 
prepare for the upcoming can be of great benefit and mortem." Essentially, don't 
exam week. that incorporating facts worry about what you wrote 
Located directly across or formulas that need to for one specific answer, just
from Watt Innovation be memorized into a well­ take the exam and move on. 
Center, the Academic Success known song can make the Obviously, answers can't be 
Center (ASC) provides great facts or formulas much easier changed after the exam has 
tips and services that are sure ro memorize. already been turned in so 
to help students excel in all Finally, they suggest worry about or overanalyzing
of their classes at all times of that rewriting key points the answers is pointless.
the year, especially around and saying them out loud Cooper Library has 
exam time. can help them stick in one's plenty of great places to 
The ASC offers various memory. study, bur around exam time 
forms of tutoring; even These study tips are it can get packed. 
having tutors who post great, but no matter how If a quiet place to study
videos online which answer well you plan studying can is needed, a room in the 
common questions. They still be stressful. BBC Radio library can be booked for 
also offer tutoring for larger offered a few tips to help free. All one has to do is go to 
study groups in addition students recognize and deal the Clemson Libraries, click 
to one-on-one assistance. with stress. The first is that on the Services tab, go down 
They are open from 8 a.m. raking small breaks or briefly to Places to Study under the 
to 5 p.m. Monday through talking to friends about non Student Services section and 
Friday. school related things can click on the hyperlink. 
The ASC provides help to break down built up This will take you to 
great resources for getting and accumulated stress. BBC the Study Zones page and 
help in your classes leading also suggests that students from there you can click on 
up to exam week, but it's not compare the number whichever floor you want to 
also important to study on of times they've studied study on and this will take 
your own. The Princeton with one another because you to a map where you can 
Review posted a few study everyone prepares for exams select a desired room simply
tips on their website; things in different ways. by clicking on the room 
that they believe will help What's important is number then clicking the 
students perform well on that students find a study "Reserve this Room" link. 
I their exams. technique that works for From there, it will bring you 
Their first tip is them and that rhey stick to to a registration page where 
to explain; essentially, it. Eating right can also help you click on whatever date 
explaining a concept or piece to reduce stress. If you eat and time you want, enter 
of information to someone a full breakfast, have solid your information, and click 
I else can help the student get a meals throughout the day on 'Submit my Booking."
better understanding of what and eat fruits and vegetables Once that is done, your room 
they know and what theyI as snacks instead of candy, is reserved! 
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Clemson students 
'speak out' 
Sophia Radebaugh 
Contributor 
Each semester, the 
Department ofCommunication 
Srudies selects six finalists who 
are enrolled in either COMM 
1500 or 2500 to present 
their persuasive speeches in 
the annual Tiger SpeakOut 
competition. 
This semester's finalists, 
whose speeches focused on 
topics including suicide, sexual 
assault and congressional term 
limits, took to the stage at the 
Strom Thurmond Institute on 
Nov. 30 to compete. 
The competition provides 
srudents with the opportunity 
to practice their public speaking 
skills as well as add to their 
resume and win a cash prize. 
Although these incentives 
are a great way to encourage 
srudents to participate, this year's 
first place winner, freshman 
Jason Culbreth, would agree 
that it's for more than cash and 
adding to your resume. 
"I think the Tiger 
SpeakOut is a great way for 
students to express what they're 
passionate about and to educate 
each other. This is how we grow 
as individuals," he said, adding, 
"Even ifl wouldn't have made it 
this far I still would've come to 
this event." 
The emcee mentioned 
how hard it is every year to 
choose a winner because each 
individual speaker has a unique 
proponent within their topic, 
whether they have a personal tie 
or are just passionate about it. 
What made Culbreth 
stand out were his opening 
words. 
"October 15, 2012 was the 
day I came home from school 
to discover my mother had 
committed suicide." 
He continued his 
speech by talking about 
Tigers Together, a campus 
organization that focuses on 
suicide prevention. Because 
of his personal experience 
in 2012, Culbreth's passion 
was contagious, leaving the 
question "How can we bring 
change?" up to the audience. 
However, the inspiration 
didn't stop there. The second 
place winner Ashley Fox 
spoke to the audience about 
inequality within the public 
school system, focusing on 
the lack of funding for inner­
city schools in areas with high 
poverty rates. 
The third place winner, 
Ryan Hillermeier, educated the 
crowd about the consequences 
o( not limiting congressional 
terms to a certain number 
of years, arguing this causes 
congressmen to focus on 
re-elections rather than 
their jobs. 
Erin Wingo, who placed 
fourth, used her passion 
regarding sexual assault to 
develop awareness within 
the audience, sharing a 
statistic that put the issue into 
perspective: that one in six 
women are victims of sexual 
assault. 
Fifrh place winner 
Peter Weigman spoke to 
the audience about the 
importance of the future of 
driving. He started his talk by 
recalling the story his driver's 
ed. teacher shared with him 
to encourage autonomous 
vehicles, which are capable 
of sensing their environment 
and navigating without 
human input. 
lghiwiyisi Omoigui, who 
placed sixth, informed the 
audience about the meaning 
of consent, focusing on 
issues such as misconceptions 
surrounding sexual assault. 
The next Tiger SpeakOut 
competition will be held in 
April 2017. 
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Rowan Lynam 
Contributor 
In the oncoming wave 
of President Trump, we are 
confronted with how we 
as a country and a people 
perceive and tell history. 
How we attend to the 
parallels between Trump 
and regimes of Kleptocracy, 
Fascism and Autocracy or 
how we ignore them will 
define how the country as 
a whole chooses to interact 
with their new President. 
I'd like to take a 
moment to discuss historical 
fabrication from a student 
perspective . . . particularly 
the perspective of a student 
at Clemson University. 
Prior to ownership by the 
Clemsons, the area was 
a plantation owned by 
John C. Calhoun, famous 
for believing blacks were 
, .natural slaves. According 
to the historical record the 
University ascribes to, he 
grew1up hand-in-hand with 
a slave named Old Sawney, 
whom Calhoun planted 
alongside in his youth. Old 
Sawney and his family would 
later receive such prestige 
among the Calhoun's and 
other slaves at Fort Hill 
as to receive medical care 
and comparatively light 
punishment. 
OldSawney's daughter, Issey, 
is my primary focus for this 
piece. The University page 
on the 'African American 
Experience at Fort Hill,' 
describes Issey as follows: 
''Another child of Old 
Sawney, Issey was a strong­
willed and defiant house 
slave who attempted to 
burn the house down by 
placing hot coals under 
a pillow in the room of 
another of Calhoun's sons, 
William. Luckily, the smell 
of burning feathers floated 
throughout the house, and 
the fire was extinguished. 
Although described as 
dangerous, Issey remained 
at Fort Hill until freed." 
That is the end of her story, 
according to the University. 
There is no record of 
what pushed Issey ro this 
action. There is hardly 
record of her at all, in a 
small blurb on a single 
webpage chat seeks to 
encompass all African 
American experience at Fort 
Hill. 
I have heard it argued 
that there is 1;10 history to 
salvage. And in the way of 
physical archival evidence, 
that may be true. 
But in understanding 
the history we do have, 
that couldn't be further 
from the case. We have 
enough information in 
this paragraph to question, 
probe, deduce and imagine 
plenty about the 'African 
American Experience at Fort 
Hill,' and with the simplest 
critical thinking, we can 
assert that it doesn't align 
with the story purported by 
the University. 
The University, in its 
careful language, gleefully 
eliminates two key facts: 
One: Issey did not remain 
at Fort Hill her entire life. 
She was sold to an Alabama 
Calhoun plantation after 
setting Fort Hill House on 
fire. She was later returned 
upon the insistence of 
Cornelia Calhoun, who 
kept Issey as a "companion" 
earlier in her life. 
Two: A woman who set fire 
to Fort Hill House may not 
perceive retention there as 
an act of grace. 
What is left to connect 
the dots between Issey's 
mindset and the University's 
interpretation of her life is 
left to the imagination of 
the writer. 
What is a University's 
responsibility to the history 
or descendants of a woman 
whom the Calhoun's so 
graciously retained, despite 
the fear that she was 
"dangerousr"' 
What is the University's 
responsibility to African 
Americans when Clemson 
himself so graciously 
employed his former slaves 
as sharecroppers? 
What is our responsibility 
to histories of the oppressed 
in this country, if we see 
them as content in their 
oppression? If we see them 
as satiated by the good, 
moral hand of a white man? 
It is in this way that the 
manipulation of history 
informs our choices. 
Informs our policy. Informs 
are very vision of the 
nation. We have extended 
long past the bounds of 
Clemson University now, 
and linger in the retelling of 
Reconstruction as a failure 
of African Americans, the 
triumph of the Civil Rights 
Movement amplified by 
JFK and Johnson, the 
arrogance and presumption 
of the Black Lives Matter 
movement, the whiny 
and anti-law protest of 
the Standing Rock Sioux 
in North Dakota. These 
imaginations are true only 
insomuch as we fail to 
attend to history, insomuch 
as we accept moralistic 
exceptional retellings. 
I think often of Issey 
now, as the historical 
manipulation of MLK Jr. 
serves the Republicans, as 
the historical manipulation 
of the 1930s makes us feel as 
though American is naturally 
resistant to Fascism, as the 
historical manipulation of 
immigration allows people 
to claim this nation as "ours 
but not theirs." 
Issey is and must always 
be a crack in the facade, the 
resistance, the friction, the 
refusal to be cowed by her 
station. She is a glimpse of 
an honest history. A glaring 
black mark on the moralistic 
ledger. She is righteous 
anger, usurpation and she is 
almost lost to the past. 
But not completely. 
And perhaps it is through 
attention given to her and 
to stories like hers, that we 
can begin to piece together 
a path forward. A way to 
chink about the American 
present, the Trump era, 
informed by the pieces of 
history fragmented and 
degraded, but still there­
still a sticking point. 
Perhaps it was archived 
history like Clemson 
University's account of her 
story that helped pave the 
way for a Trump presidency. 
Perhaps it is through the 
deconstruction of that 
history, the salvaging of her, 
that we can cut a path away 
from it. 
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Clemson basketball looking to 
improve success this season 
Tigers are led by veteranJaron Blossomgame, young 
talent adding to impressive roster 
Cole Little abundance of help around nine rebounds in Clemson's 
Senior Staff Writer him, but he is still manning close call triumph over the 
Clemson's offensive attack Nebraska Cornhuskers 
When Jaron nevertheless. and salvaged the win for 
Blossomgame announced In the recent Clemson the Tigers with a clutch 
this past spring that he victory over the High Point offensive rebound in the 
would return for his redshirt Panthers, Blossomgame game's closing minutes. 
senior season, the aspirations scored a season-high 27 The board led to a Clemson 
for this year's Clemson points, helping the Tigers three-pointer that made a 
Tigers men's basketball team win 83-74. Following major difference in the 60-
automatically skyrocketed. the game, Clemson head 58 outcome. Discussing 
While the general feeling coach Brad Brownell told the crucial rebound and 
was that Blossomgame reporters, "It was really good ensuing feed for the three­
would bolt for the NBA, to see Jaron (Blossomgame) pointer, Brownell said, 
as most draft projections play the way that he did in "(Djitte) does a good job of 
had him as an early second­ the second half. I thought he that, trying to find guys." 
round pick, the star small was outstanding offensively." The Tigers have 
forward opted to exhaust After sitting out last a favorable mixture of 
his Clemson eligibility by season due to NCAA veterans and youngsters on 
coming back for one more transfer rules, shooting the roster this season, and 
ride. guard Marcquise Reed has the three aforementioned 
With Blossomgame quickly made his presence players are arguably the 
leading the way, the Tigers felt in the Clemson lineup, primary x-factors. 
are off ro a solid start to the leading all Clemson scorers The college basketball 
2016-2017 campaign, and with 19 points in his debut season has only just 
several impact players are for the Tigers in a season­ begun, but, with skilled 
combining to bolster the opening win over the newcomers such as 
Tigers. Georgia Bulldogs. Reed and point guard 
Blossomgame is a Sporting a quick Shelton Mitchell, the 
rare talent, skilled in release and a relentless probability of Clemson 
every facet of the game of shooting prowess, Reed is an receiving a berth in the 
basketball. The reigning impressive offensive player NCAA Tournament is 
Most Improved Player of the and a key to rejuvenating appearing favorable. 
ACC, Blossomgame came on a Clemson offense that has Expect Blossomgame, Reed 
strong last season, serving as been somewhat static in and Djitte to all continue 
a one-man show at times on recent years. excelling in their respective 
the offensive end. Senior center Sidy crafts, and expect the 
With Clemson's offense Djitte is many things on the Clemson Tigers to make 
much more developed and basketball court, but, above some serious noise 
rounded out this season, all else, he is a top-notch throughout the course of/ 
Jaron Blossomgame (5) returned for his senior season rather than going to the NBA. Blossomgame has an rebounder. Djitte corralled the season. 
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TIGERS IN THE NFL: SOLID ORANGE SUNDAYS 
Thomas Marshall 
Contributor 
It's the most wonderful 
time of the year: the playoff 
push. The National Football 
League's (NFL) playoffs start 
on January 7, 2017. 
With a little over 
a month away from the 
playoffs, teams are jockeying 
for position, divisions are 
being decided and some of 
the biggest games are being 
played this coming weekend. 
But as I have said before, 
Tigers fans will be concerned 
about one huge thing: those 
Tigers in the NFL. 
The NFL gives Clemson 
players a chance to play more 
and develop as players on a 
professional level. And it 
gives Clemson fans a chance 
to still root on the Tigers, 
even though they aren't 
wearing that famous orange 
and purple anymore! 
Dabo Swinney, coach 
of the Clemson Tigers, has 
played an essential role in 
this process. Since taking 
over as interim head coach 
back in 2008, he has had 
44 players taken in the NFL 
Draft. 
And that list will grow after 
the 2017 NFL Draft. With 
players such as Deshaun 
Watson and Mike Williams, 
who will be looking to make 
a name for themselves in the 
NFL next year. 
As we inch closer 
to playoff time in the 
National Football League, 
this presents the perfect 
opportunity to check up on 
the Clemson Tigers in the 
NFL this season: 
Adam Humphries: 
Adam Humphries is in 
his sophomore season in the 
NFL, playing with the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers. At 5'11," 
195 pounds, the former 
Clemson wide-receiver is 
becoming a vital part of the 
Tampa Bay offense. He's 
eclipsed the one-hundred 
yard receiving mark in a 
game against the LA Rams, 
and had twelve receptions in 
that game. 
The Buccaneers are (6-
5), and are only one game 
behind the NFC South­
leading Falcons this season. 
They will need Humphries 
to step up, in order to make 
a strong playoff push. 
Marcus Gilchrist: 
The former Clemson 
University safety is in his 
sixth season in the National 
Football League. The second­
round draft pick is in his 
second season with the New 
York Jets, after spending his 
first four with the San Diego 
Chargers. 
The New York Jets are 
not doing well this season 
at (3-8), but Gilchrist has. 
In two of their three wins, 
Gilchrist had an interception 
and he has proved himself 
a key part of their defense. 
If the Jets want any hope 
of going to the playoffs, 
Gilchrist will have to lead 
the charge to stop the pass 
and the run attack of their 
opponents. 
Coty Sensabaugh: 
a 
for 
Coty Sensabaugh 
shutdown corner
the Tigers, just 
was 
back 
four 
years ago when he was a 
student-athlete at Clemson 
University. Sensabaugh was a 
fourth-round draft pick and 
has been with a couple of 
teams. 
He started the 20 I 6 
campaign with the LA Rams, 
but was acquired by the 
New York Giants early this 
season. He has accounted 
for seventeen tackles so far 
this season, and if given 
more substantial playing 
time, he could have a chance 
for more. Sensabaugh and 
the Giants are currently on 
a six-game winning streak 
and are looking to overtake 
the NFC East division­
leading Cowboys and steal 
the division. With a tough 
stretch ahead to win the 
division, Sensabaugh and 
the defense will have to play 
well. 
Vic Beasley Jr.: 
For Tiger fans, one 
man is especially known for 
being a terror to all offenses 
in the ACC: it is Vic Beasley 
Jr. Beasley is having an 
exceptional season so far with 
the NFC South division­
leading Atlanta Falcons. 
The Falcons are (7-4) 
this year and are a lock for 
the playoffs, barring a terrible 
finish. Vic Beasley Jr. is an 
integral part of this defense 
and is looking to shut down 
all NFC opponents. Beasley 
has twenty-four total tackles, 
four forced fumbles, and a 
career-best nine and a half 
sacks. He is living up to the 
expectations and is so far a 
great fit for the Falcons. 
Tavaris Barnes: 
Barnes is in his 
sophomore season as well, 
and the former Tiger alum is 
looking to make a difference 
with the Seattle Seahawks 
this season. The defensive­
end has five combined 
tackles this season. 
Mackensie Alexander: 
Alexander, the former 
cornerback for the Tigers has 
seen the field a few times this 
season in his rookie year. 
He is looking to 
make a difference with the 
Minnesota Vikings this 
playoff push time. The 
Vikings are sitting at (6-5), 
and are behind the NFC 
North leading Detroit 
Lions. He has managed five 
combined tackles this season, 
but sadly he just suffered an 
injury late in the season and 
could now be looking at 
limited playing time. 
Andre Branch: 
In his first season with 
the Miami Dolphins, Andre 
Branch and the Dolphins 
are having a great season so 
far. They are (7-4), and are 
behind the AFC East leading 
New England Patriots. 
If the Dolphins want 
to sneak into the playoff 
picture; all eyes will be on 
their defense. Branch in his 
fifth season has put together 
a great campaign. 
He has thirty-one 
combined tackles, one 
forced fumble and four and a 
half sacks. Branch is a threat 
to all quarterbacks, at 6'5", 
263 pounds. 
The former second­
round pick is ready to lock 
up a wild card spot for the 
Miami Dolphins this season. 
As always this 1s 
only a short list of former 
Clemson Tigers making 
huge strides in the National 
Football League. Oh, it is 
the most wonderful time 
of the year, and every 
Sunday is Solid Orange 
Sunday. 
Adam Humphries (13) plays for the Tampa Bay Bucaneers. 
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Clemson ouse 
Renienibering Clenison 's iconic 
dorni rooni one last tinie 
Raine Templeton 
Contributor 
It's true, that glowing neon 
sign at the top of the hill that 
reads "Clemson House" will 
soon be only a memory. The loss 
of this true Clemson icon will 
be devastating and will change 
the face of campus drastically for 
the first time in over 60 years. 
Clemson House was opened 
as a prestigious hotel-house to 
entice new, young faculty and 
their families on November 1, 
1950 under Clemson President 
Franklin Poole, and was known 
as "Carolina's smartest hotel." 
Many special features have 
been part of the hotel in the past 
- like the infamous Clemson 
House Barber Shop - and 
hundreds of special guests have 
graced its halls and penthouse. 
We could harp on the sadness of 
losing Clemson House, or we can 
rejoice in the decades of Sunday 
brunches, pickup basketball 
games, and years of students 
making memories. I feel that 
the best way to commemorate 
Clemson House's legacy is to 
remember this place as one where 
thousands of people experienced 
where the Blue Ridge yawns its 
greamess for the first time and to 
share some of those stories. 
I lived in a living learning 
community in Clemson House 
my freshman year. I know that 
my time there shaped who I am 
today and a lot of the rest of my 
career at Clemson. I learned more 
about who I am, what I believe, 
and how strong I can be when 
faced with challenges. I also made 
some great friends and have fond 
memories of watching movies 
together, cooking crab legs, and 
playing basketball with the then­
new President Clements. Over 
the last few weeks, I have been 
able to catch up with and hear 
stories from people who have 
lived in Clemson House and 
hold similar sentiments, ofwhich 
I will share a few. 
"Living in CHouse 
freshman year provided me with 
most of my closest friendships 
that have lasted throughout my 
Clemson experience. I have so 
many memories of doing life 
with our tight knit community 
on the 7th floor... " - Halli 
Daniel, Class of2017 
"Ar Clemson House, I 
really felt like I was becoming a 
part of Clemson history. There's 
something about coming into 
a university and your very first 
year getting the privilege to live 
in such an iconic building. Ir 
makes you think about everyone 
who lived or visited those rooms 
before. I'm definitely sad I won't 
get to walk by it anymore." -
Laura Robinson, Class of2017 
"I met people in Clemson 
House that I still talk to. We 
really had a little family on our 
hall. I can't imagine having lived 
in a different dorm .... Clemson 
House really made my freshman 
year what it was." - Felicia Allen, 
Class of2017 
"I never lived in Clemson 
House, but I went to Sunday 
brunch with friends in Clemson 
House's dining hall on weekends 
I didn't go home. It felt like 
a special occasion and was a 
great place and time for all of 
the students - and even some 
community members - to get 
together and eat when family 
lunch wasn't an option." -Tracey 
Templeton Burke, Class of 1993 
"Some of my fondest dorm 
memories are of living in 
Clemson House my senior year 
... One day my roommate and 
I got on the elevator with a lady 
delivering fresh flowers to the 
pent house because Bob Hope 
was staying there. She let us take a 
tour and go on the balcony where 
we saw the most magnificent 
view I can still remember to 
this day! I always loved driving 
towards Clemson at night and 
seeing the Clemson house sign 
illuminated. I am a southerner 
and I feel that we don't part with 
tradition easily, so I certainly do 
not want to see this building tom 
down and change the landscape 
that I have always known." -
Diana Dent Cox, Class of 1979 
Clemson House means 
something a little different to 
everyone, but it is both a place 
and space that we love. Seeing 
Clemson House go will truly be 
devastating and will change the 
Clemson landscape in a major 
way. But Clemson House will 
remain in our hearts, and there is 
nothing better than the collective 
memory ofa space. 
We salute you, Clemson 
House, and are so thankful 
for the great memories you 
have graced us with over 
the years. 
BEST NAPPING 
SPOTS IN CLEMSON 
Right in the center of campus, the ampitheater is the perfect place for the Tigers to take cat naps. 
Joseph Messier 
Contributor 
Finals are right around 
the corner and I'm sure 
everyone is about to drop 
from exhaustion. Studying 
really takes it out of you, 
man. There are only so 
many 5-Hour Energies 
you can drink before you 
need to crash. So if you 
are looking for a place to 
sleep somewhere other than 
your dorm, here are a few 
interesting ideas. 
1. That One Branch 
In between Daniel Hall 
and Kinard right on the edge 
of the reflection pond, there 
is a large oak tree with very 
widespread branches. One of 
these branches hangs directly 
over the sidewalk, and you 
could probably reach up and 
I touch it if you jumped. If 
you wanted to lay on that 
branch like a sloth and take 
I 
a nap, it would be a great 
place to do so. You could 
I probably get a few high­
fives too if you dangled your 
I 
hand down. 
2. Tillman 
Inside 
probably isn't 
immediately 
Tillman 
the 
obvious 
Hall 
most 
place 
to catch some Z's, but trust 
me, it's good. Old buildings 
are always quiet, and Tillman 
has some nice couches right 
inside the door. Plus, if you 
need to wake up at a certain 
time, the bells toll at every 
hour! 
3. The Amphitheater 
The amphitheater is 
one of the most obvious of 
choices when it comes to 
sneaking a nap on campus. 
Unless it's raining or brutally 
cold, there is always at least 
one person out on the steps 
enjoying the sun. If you're 
feeling tired, just lean back 
on the grass steps and let the 
gentle sounds of the water 
fountains lull you to sleep. 
4. The Library 
This one is probably 
the most obvious choice on 
this list. It's nice and quiet, 
the temperature's relatively 
comfortable, and there's 
loads of dull study material 
to bore you to sleep; what 
more could you possibly 
want? If you want that 
classic Clemson experience, 
go sleep where Clemson 
students have been sleeping 
since 1966. 
LOOKING 
FOR MORE 
CONlEtff? 
Go to 
thetigernews. 
comfar 
more! 
2016: A revolution 
The best trends ef 2016 
Made popular in July, POKEMON GO quickly became a big staple in the progression of mobile video games. 
Mollie Maglich 
Contributor 
2016 was a revolutionary 
year. Hurricane Matthew 
wiped out parts of Haiti 
and America's East Coast, 
Britain left the European 
Union, Michael Phelps won 
his 23rd gold medal, Donald 
Trump was elected to be the 
44th president of the United 
States and chokers came back 
in style. That's right, 2016 
was a year filled with political 
upheaval, environmental 
disasters and scrunches. 
2016 was the year of 
body positivity. Celebrities 
across the country started 
posting non- PhotoShopped, 
unfiltered pictures. Alicia 
Keys hasn't worn makeup 
in months to advocate for 
women empowerment and 
for girls to own their own 
natural beauty. 
2016 was the year of 
binge watching, Gilmore 
Girls and Harambe. A year 
where Joe Biden memes and 
Dat Boi GIF's took over all 
forms of social media. 
2016 was a year of 
activism. The Black Lives 
Matter movement grew 
across the country, and 
people are standing up for 
multiple names such as 
Keith Scott Tyler Ferguson 
and Michael Brown. Riots 
across the country in Dallas, 
Charlotte and Ferguson all 
took place in response to 
racial tensions. 
2016 was a year of 
throwback fashions. Button­
down corduroy and jean 
skirts were brought back 
as an easy-to-wear, goes­
with-everything, perfect 
fall look. Adidas slowly 
make a comeback as well, 
being the perfect shoe for 
a sporty look, making a 
perfect fashion forward day­
to-day look that you can 
wear anywhere. Chokers, 
corduroy skirts, Adidas and, 
worst of all, scrunchies. Yes, 
scrunchies. I'm not sure what 
it is about our generation's 
lack of creativity when it 
comes to dressing ourselves, 
but we're also trying to bring 
j 
back high-waisted and ripped 
jeans. Hopefully in 2017 we 
will actually start to develop 
our own sense of millennial 
fashion identity. 
Blanket scarfs were 
another fall fad, making 
the perfect between-season 
accessory. (Disclaimer: You 
may need to look up how to 
actually put one on because 
the scarf comes as small 
sheet). Add a pair of above 
the knee riding boots and 
your look is complete. I 
2016 was the year of 
the monkey, Pokemon, 
"Hamilton" and the 
Mannequin Challenge. 
OneDirection broke up, 
Scott and Kourtney are 
back together and Johnny 
Manzie! went back to school. 
Leonardo DiCaprio won his 
first Oscar, the Cubs won 
the World Series for the first 
time in over 100 years, and 
Brandalina broke up. 2016 
was good entertainment to 
say the least. Hopefully 2017 
brings world peace and a 
cure to cancer. 
L .J 
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Not-so-traditional playlist 
Joseph Messier 
Contributor 
I don't know about 
you guys, but I love the holiday 
season. But the one kind of 
sucky thing about the whole 
ordeal is that the same Christmas 
songs get played over and over 
again, slowly destroying what 
little sanity you have left. So in 
order to hopefully relieve the 
unending pain brought about by 
the "Jingle Bells" earworm, here 
are 10 songs that you probably 
won't hear played on repeat in 
J.C. Penney. 
1. "Cold as Ice": Foreigner 
Maybe it's not exactly 
what you'd expect to start off a 
holiday playlist, but here's some 
classic rock to soothe your soul. 
The actual song isn't about cold 
weather, but rather a heartless 
woman. So not only can you 
play chis song when you are 
fueling the chill, but also when 
you need to get over chat one 
guy or girl chat broke your heart. 
2. "A Hazy Shade ofWmter'': 
Simon & Garfunkel 
OK, on to some more 
weather-related music. Simon 
and Garfunkel really jam while 
singing about a hopeless poet 
watching the seasons change. It's 
a lirtle more upbeat chat other 
songs on this list, but it still 
manages co remind me of those 
quiet, cold days which make up 
the lace fall. 
3, "Snowballed": AC/DC 
Alright, alright. I had to do 
one more classic rock song. And 
I have to admit once again, this 
song is not about winter. But 
it does have some, ah, "cold" 
imagery in it. That counts as 
enough in my book. Plus, it's 
just a good AC/DC song. · 
4. "AWmter'sTale": Queen 
Honestly I don't know why 
this song isn't more well-known. 
Freddie Mercury actually 
recorded this in one rake only 
a few months before he died. 
The song is slow and wistful and 
describes the sometimes lonely, 
sometimes beautiful winter 
world seen through a window. 
5. "Coldest Wmter'': Kanye 
West 
Kanye is famous for being 
a rapper and really quite crazy 
in general, but not so much 
for actual singing. In "Coldest 
Winter," Kanye sings otlost love. 
The harsh chords kind of make 
you feel like you've been left out 
in the cold without any hope. 
It's definitely a surprisingly­
different song from an artist that 
isn't usually attributed as being 
emotional in this kind ofway. 
6. "The Ice of Boston'': 
Dismemberment Plan 
This song is part talking, 
part singing. It refers to spending 
winter alone in a big city. "The 
Ice of Boston'' has strong guirar 
strumming throughout, which 
makes the listener feel like going 
our and fighting back against the 
depression. The ice of Boston 
might be muddy, bur you don't 
have to slip on it every time. 
7. "Sister Wmter'': Si.djan 
Stevens 
This song is almost like 
the other half to "Cold as Ice". 
Instead of the singer's significant 
other being frigid, Sister Winter 
has frozen his heart. He croons 
about his lost relationship and 
pines for warmer times. Winter 
is cold, and so is the jerk who left 
you in the cold. 
8. "Snow Globe": MattWertz 
OK, enough with the 
depressing songs. Matt Wertz 
wishes that he could live in the 
wonderful perfect world within 
a snow globe. Everyone is always 
happy and celebrating in this 
dream world, so who wouldn't 
want to go there? This song is 
wonderfully upbeat and just a 
nice feel-good song in general. 
9. "Cold December Night": 
Michael Buble 
Christmas wouldn't be 
Christmas without a little 
Buble. In this song he decided 
to acrually write his own 
Photo courtesy of Wiklpedla 
song instead of doing a cover. 
Thankfully, it turned out well. 
"Cold December Night" is not 
only about the cheerful holidays, 
but about love found under the 
mistletoe. Ifyou need a pick me 
up or a way to woo your girl, this 
song will surely not disappoint. 
10. ''I Wanna Rocle You Hard 
This Christmas": The Dan 
Band 
I am so sorry for the people 
out there that think the holidays 
would stay unsullied, because 
to The Dan Band, not even the 
most wonderful time of year is 
sacred. You may not want to 
play this holiday song for your 
parents, but definitely give it 
a listen. The song is literally 
one giant innuendo, yet it still 
manages to convey that classic 
Christmas cheer! 
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CROSSWORD 
Across 
1 - Gore and more; 
4 - Mennonite sect; 
9 - Building additions; 
13 - Like Abner; 
14 - Ball girl; 
15 -Running wild; 
16 - Growing in swamps; 
18 -.Protuberance; 
19 - Pott near Hong Kong; 
20 - Avoidance ofreality, 
22 - King's staff; 
25 - Compass direction; 
26 - Down source; 
28 - Large beer mug; 
32 - Cereal box abbr.; 
3 5 - Chest or closet material; 
'J,7 - Conductor Georg; 
38 - Ethereal: Prefix; 
40 - Thermoplastic yarn; 
42-TVs "Nick at_"; 
43 - Examines closely; 
45 - Borden bovine; 
47 - _ deferens; 
48 - Robbery at gunpoint; 
50- Shouts; 
52 - "Only Tune" singer; 
54 - Make sure; · 
58 -White wine; 
62 - Swear-word; 
63 - Stradivari's teacher; 
64 - Muchness; 
67 - Atlas feature; 
68-_evil... ; 
69- Not in; 
70 - Mutual fund fee; 
71 -Male voice; 
72 - Paris possessive 
I 
I 
I 
Down 
1 - Grads; 
2 - Pale purple; 
3 - Pizzeria order; 
4 - Of the absence of life; 
5 -Adult males; 
6 -UN agency; 
7 - Swing around; 
8 - "Siddhartha" author; 
9 - Outburst; 
10 -Taylor of "Mystic Pizza"; 11 
- Records; 
12 - Stalk; 
15 - Humbles; 
17 - Open wide; 
21 - _ in Charlie; 
23 - First place?; 
24 - Color anew; 
27 - Inspire anew; 
29 - 554, in stone; 
30 - Blues singer James; 
31 - Untruths, tells falsehoods; 
32 - Impetuous; 
33-Att ___; 
34 - Asian inland sea; 
36 - Thorny flowers; 
39 - Beholden; 
41-The .world'slongest river; 
44 - Lighted by the sun; 
46- Voter; 
49 - Monetary unit of Burma; 
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We're on 
Twitte 
51 - Flabbergast; 
5 3 - Emo anxiety; 
55 - Crearn,filled cookies; 
56 - Magazine copy; 
57 -Trials; 
58 - Colorado ski resott; 
59 - _ expert, but ...; 
60 - Cape Canaveral org.; 
61 -Algonquian language; 
65 - Dusk, to Donne; 
66 -Year abroad; 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
,,,, PISCES 
~ (~ ~ ~ Feb. 20 - March 20 
_,. ARIESn. March 21 - April 20 
~·TAURUSf.(11 April 21 - May 20 
,. 
~LEO
"'t , July 23 - Aug. 23 
tr,~''\.. 
VIRGO 
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 24- Nov. 21 
SAOITl'ARIUS 
Nov. 22- Dec. 21 
~ CAPmCORN ~ Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto/ Contributor 
Christnias carol 
Edition 
On the first day of finals my teacher 
gave to me a monrh of anxiety. 
On the second day of finals my 
teacher gave to me two thoughts of 
dropout. 
On the third day of finals my 
teacher gave to me three mental 
breakdowns. 
On the fourth day of finals my 
teacher gave to me four hours of 
crying. 
On the fifth day of finals my teacher 
gave to me five all nighters. 
On the sixth day offinals my 
teacher gave to me six emotional 
breakdowns. 
On the seventh day of finals my 
teacher gave to me seven thoughts of 
changing my major. 
On the eighth day of finals my 
teacher gave to me eight Cookout 
trays for stress eating. 
On the ninth day of finals my 
teacher gave ro me nine lecture 
videos to watch. 
On the tenrh day of finals my 
teacher gave to me ten page paper on 
Shakespeare. 
On the eleventh day of finals my 
teacher gave to me eleven anxiety 
attacks. 
On the twelfth day of finals my 
teacher gave to me twelve happy 
screams. 
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